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DAIRY REMAINS A POWERHOUSE; BAKERY AND DELI RESULTS REMAINED MIXED
More than two months after the first signs of the impact of
COVID-19 on the food retailing business started showing up
in the numbers, shopping patterns continue to change. The
second week of May saw more states re-opening restaurant
dine-in facilities but with limited space and consumer media
coverage of the ongoing meat supply issues drove many
people to the store to stock up once more. During the second
week of May, patterns continued to reflect changes in trips,
times, days, product, brand choices and buying at different
stores. All this affects the performance of the bakery, dairy
and deli departments — in some cases in a positive way, in
other cases negatively. Ever since the second week of March,
dairy department sales have soared and the week of May 10
was no different. While the packaged baked goods aisle has
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generally being doing well, the limited service/assortment
and/or shutting down of bakery and deli counters across
many stores have had severely negative impact on sales of
deli prepared and in-store bakery. 210 Analytics analyzed the
IRI weekly sales findings, made possible by IDDBA.
Total store sales, including the fresh perimeter, gained 17.5%.
Total edibles excluding fresh were up 24.1% over the week
of May 10 versus year ago. Compared with last week, center
store edibles pulled away a bit further again from the fresh
perimeter. Boosted by yet another astounding week for
meat, sales in the deli and fresh bakery (random weight)
departments pulled down the total perimeter average to
+16.9% versus the same week last year. Dairy had another
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strong week, with sales up
26.2%.
“The week ending May
10 was Mother’s Day
week,” said Jeremy
Johnson, VP of Education
for IDDBA. “Mother’s
Day has traditionally
been the biggest day for
eating out all year, but
with restaurants closed
or operating with limited
capacity, this was the year
of grocery retailing. The
summer has many more
holidays and celebrations
and they each provide a big
opportunity for the dairy, bakery and
deli departments to shine.” Johnson
referred to findings by the National
Retail Federation found that 78% of
consumers said celebrating Mother’s
Day is important to them this year,
given the pandemic. According to
the National Restaurant Association,
typically two in five consumers
eat out for Mother’s Day across
meal occasions, or more than 92
million Americans. With restaurants
still limited to takeout or capacity
restrictions, celebratory spending boosted food retailing across
departments.

Dairy
Dairy sales gains have been double-digits over the comparable
week in 2019 for nine weeks running. Gains for the week
ending May 10 were +26.4%, driven by continued strong
demand for milk, cheese, egg, butter and creamers. “This
week, 11 out of the 12 dairy sub-categories increased doubledigits versus year ago,” said Abrielle Backhaus, Research
Coordinator with IDDBA. “Yogurt has also been back in positive
territory for three weeks now. Additionally, sales for most
subcategories are very similar to those seen the week prior,
perhaps starting to show somewhat of a new pattern for the
weeks ahead.”
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Natural cheese had the highest increase in absolute dollars,
with year-over-year sales up $87 million, followed by milk that
sold an additional $43 million and eggs, with an additional $40
million.
A look at dollar versus volume sales is highly insightful as
well. “When dollars are tracking far ahead of volume, we are
typically dealing with inflationary pressures,” said Jonna Parker,
Team Lead, Fresh for IRI. “Take eggs, for instance. There is a
23.5 percentage point gap between dollars and volume. We
know in some instances, conventional eggs were out-of-stock
and more people may have started to buy grass-fed, organic,
or other specialty egg items that are sold at a price premium.
But typically, a gap like that indicates higher prices as well.”
Whether looking at the one week or four-week view, most dairy
areas reflect significant dollar/volume gaps.
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Deli — Continued Mixed Results
Mother’s Day week brought good results for both deli cheese
and meat (random weight) — on par with the prior week. Deli
cheese continued to have double-digit increases versus the
same week in 2019, whereas deli meat increases have mostly
been trending in the single digits. While still down, deliprepared (random weight, and some limited private label UPC)
is slowly but surely recovering a few points each week and now
about 33% down from last year’s levels. In addition to changed
traffic patterns, it is important to note deli-prepared offerings
remained limited or closed down for most retailers.

Deli Meat
With the exception of the last week of April, random weight
deli meat appears to be settling in to a sales pattern that sits
about five to seven percentage
points above the same week in
2019. During the week of May
10, random weight deli meat
grew 5.0% in dollars and 1.1%
in volume. Patterns relative to
grab-and-go versus slice-toorder counter sales remained
the same as seen in prior weeks.
While service counter sales
made up 68% of deli meat sales
this week, sales were off -12.8%.
Sales for service counter deli
meat that has been previously
sliced for grab-and-go, but
still sold non-UPC, was up
55.0%. But not everyone is a
fan of this solution, as seen
on CCF. “I didn’t realize that
I could not get deli service
like I usually do. I like my
deli meat sliced a special
way. I had to get what was
already sliced and packaged.
If safety measures are taken,
I do not understand why the
deli couldn’t do business as
usual!” Customer comments
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on package size variety relative to cheese, deli meat and deli
prepared items for the reasons of budget, household size and
variety also continued to come in on CCF.
Meanwhile, pre-packaged, UPC-ed refrigerated lunch meats
continued to outperform random weight deli meat, with dollars
up 13.9% and a higher increase for volume sales as well. Here
too the week of April 26 was an exception to an otherwise fairly
steady trend in the high teens.

Deli Cheese
Deli cheese (random weight) has consistently tracked ahead
of deli meat throughout the pandemic and continued to do so
the week of May 10. Dollar sales were up 15.6% over the same
week last year, but volume gains fell back in the high singledigits.
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While seven times the size of random weight deli cheese,
packaged cheese saw much higher gains yet again, at +33.9%
for dollars and +24.5% for volume. Just like deli meat, retailers
who prepared grab-and-go options for the deli cheese offering
did well. Whereas service counter sales were up down 5.6%,
cheese packaged for grab-and-go, but still non-UPC, was up
53.9%. Grab-and-go reflects about 32% of total random weight
deli cheese. “Cheese has a lot of flexibility to adjust to the new
type of social gathering,” said Angela Bozo, Education Director
with IDDBA. “For upcoming holidays, consider cheese platters
and charcuterie boards for smaller groups as well as family
movie or board game night”

Deli-Prepared
Since the onset of coronavirus, sales for deli-prepared
have been down as retailers
across the country closed or
limited operations. Mother’s
Day weekend, restaurants in
several states could re-open
seating areas, albeit with social
distancing guidelines in place. “A
check on slot availability across
various restaurant reservation
and delivery platforms showed
consumers still engaged highly
with restaurants albeit in a different
way this year,” said Eric Richard,
Industry Relations Coordinator
with IDDBA. “While we also saw a
nice boost in other departments,
deli-prepared did not benefit
from the different Mother’s Day
celebrations. Instead, we are seeing
the establishing of patterns across
areas. Pre-packaged meals is
back in positive territory, which is
an important lesson, but all other
areas continued to struggle. Combo
meals, trays and soup in particular.”
Deli-prepared food sales were
down 32.8% with volume off 31.2%.
Sales were off for all offerings and
meal occasions, whether breakfast
items, combo meals, trays or deli
pizza.
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Bakery
Mother’s Day is typically a big bakery holiday, but in the light
of changed celebrations, sales for in-store bakery remained
down. Jeremy Johnson commented, “Typically during holidays
and celebrations, the bakery department in particular will go
out big with special occasion items and eye-catching displays.
Knowing shoppers are rushing while in-store and are trying to
minimize their trips, we need to challenge ourselves on how
we can create virtual holiday displays in digital ads and online
ordering platforms to support and inspire those purchases and
celebrations. Also adjust offerings to the new realities of group
size and budgets.”
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Prepackaged Baked Goods Aisle
All areas within the packaged
baked good aisle saw sales gains
during the week of May 10. The
strongest gains were achieved
by bagels and English muffins,
but both are smaller segments. In
terms of absolute dollars, bread
and rolls had a strong week and
added $44 million over last year.

Cookies and Crackers
Both aisle cookies and crackers in UPC/fixed weight
packages did well the week of May 10 with continued
gains over the same week year ago. Keeping in mind that
America’s baking craze is keeping the baking aisle at very
elevated sales levels, up 55.4% over the week of May 10,
packaged cookies are holding their own, at +11.5%. Cracker
sales gains fell to single digits over the same week year ago
for the second time during the pandemic.

In-Store Bakery
Much like deli meat, cheese and prepared offerings, in-store
bakery sales continued to be affected by closed or reduced
operations. Sales for the in-store bakery (non-UPC, randomweight items, no UPC items) were off by nearly 15% versus
those during the same week last year. In addition to bread,
croissants are tracking in positive territory again for three
weeks running.

What’s Next?
Next week’s sales report, covering week 10 of coronavirus
in the U.S., is likely to be a pivotal point in the process of
establishing what the next several months will look like. Nearly
all U.S. states have started to partially re-open or have plans to
do so. The relaxation of these stay-at-home executive orders
looks different from state to state and encompasses everything
from the partial re-opening of dine-in restaurants to the
opening of hair salons and gyms to merely shifting from stayat-home to safer-at-home. As states begin to enter their various
re-opening phases, the economic and social readiness of
consumers to re-engage with foodservice will become clearer.
For the foreseeable future, it is likely that grocery retailing will
continue to capture an above-average share of the food dollar.
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210 Analytics, IRI and IDDBA will provide sales updates every
week. Meanwhile, please thank the grocery industry, from
farm to store, for all they do to ensure supply during these
unprecedented times.

